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Arqit and Blue Mesh collaborated to integrate Arqit’s QuantumCloud™
to secure sensor network equipment through a security enhancement
Arqit Demonstrates Industrial IoT Seto an internationally standardised protocol known as MQTT which is a
curity
ubiquitous method used for sending data from Industrial IoT devices to
cloud servers for data manipulation and analysis.
The new malware service, dubbed the Eternity Project by the threat acThreat Actors Use Telegram to Spread tors behind it, allows cybercriminals to target potential victims with a
‘Eternity’ Malware-as-a-Service
customized threat offering based on individual modules they can buy
for prices ranging from $90 to $490,
Cisco recently made public its Cloud Controls Framework (CCF), which
Cisco Releases Cloud Controls Frameaggregates a set of comprehensive international and national security
work to Ease Security Compliance
compliance and certification requirements. The vendor claims it allows
Strain
organizations to achieve cloud security certifications more efficiently.
The company’s solution leverages artificial intelligence and workflow
Governance and administration
automation to provide visibility into risky entitlements and simplify the
startup BalkanID launches with
access review and certification process. BalkanID’s Identity Governance
$5.75M in funding
and Administration platform is built for cloud-native environments.
StackHawk’s solution allows modern software development organizations to extend CI/CD to encompass continuous application and applicaApplication security testing startup
tion programming interface security testing. This way, security vulneraStackHawk raises $20.7M
bilities are detected while the developer is actively working on the
code.
The service stops lateral account takeover via email by preventing
Email security startup Material Securiattackers from hijacking other services. The service adds a verification
ty raises $100M on unicorn valuation
step before granting access to password resets and other critical mesof $1.1B
sages.
This flexible authentication process means that legitimate users can logForgeRock releases AI-driven antiin without having to undergo lots of authentication steps whereas malifraud solution
cious users or those that act suspiciously will have to undergo more
thorough screening measures throughout the login process.

The market’s hyper-segmentation forces security teams to involuntarily become system integrators, investing vast amounts of
VentureBeat - The missing link in the cy- time and energy into carrying out market analysis, product validabersecurity market
tion, cross-product integration and product maintenance automation to create a coherent, effective organizational cybersecurity
fabric.
The healthcare provider did not even realize it was being extorted
SiliconANGLE - Participate in your own
twice because the ransom note of the first attack had been conrescue: ‘Dual ransomware’ attack highcealed by the second. Two ransomware groups, two different
lights security hygiene urgency
attacks, one target environment, only a week apart.
“TSO’s disruptive robotic solution, (RCADS), is the enabling AI
technology that makes it possible for Robots in the Sky and TSO’s
AiThority - The Security Oracle, Experts in
family of robotic appliances to empower organizations to dynamithe Security and Artificial Intelligence
cally reconfigure access control and emergency communications
Space
systems to adapt to new security threats in sub-second response
time,
The answer is network segmentation. This divides devices and
workloads into logical segments with policies providing access
Threatpost - You Can’t Eliminate
controls between them. Just as the watertight bulkheads in a ship
Cyberattacks, So Focus on Reducing the
prevent a breach in the hull from sinking the vessel, segmentation
Blast Radius
prevents the lateral movement of malware across your network,
preventing it from accessing critical assets.
However, Gartner data shows only 52% of CTOs regularly engage
with their organization’s CISO, and only 29% regularly engage with
sdxCentral - CTOs Shouldn't Do Their Jobs their CDO. “There’s a clear call to action. If you’re going to be inAlone, Gartner Says
volved in investing in cybersecurity and data analytics technologies, you need to be engaging with these kinds of dialogues,” she
said.
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Three suppliers add ransomware ca- Cohesity, Nasuni, and HPE’s Zerto all revealed plans to add ransomware https://
pabilities to line-up
protection products and features to their line-ups this week.
docs.teckedin.info/
Hackers are using tech services com- "As this advisory makes clear, malicious cyber actors continue to target docs/curated-blogspanies as a 'launchpad' for attacks on managed service providers, which is why it's critical that MSPs and their privacy-and-security
customers
customers take recommended actions to protect their networks,"

